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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence (AI), even prior to its inception many decades ago has
aroused both fear and excitement. The misconception that ―intelligent‖
artifacts should necessarily be human-like has largely blinded society to the
fact that for many decades industrial machines have been achieving artificial
intelligence and automate repetitive tasks. AI works by combining large
amounts of data with fast, iterative processing and intelligent algorithms,
allowing the software to learn automatically from patterns or features in the
data. In the last decade there were many applications of AI in a wide range of
activities
including medical
diagnosis, electronic
trading
platforms,
robotics, remote sensing and playing games like chess. AI has been used in
numerous fields and industries, including finance, healthcare, education, and
transportation. A famous example was IBM‘s Deep Blue supercomputer
defeating famous chess master player Gary Kasparov in May 1997. In 2017
AlphaZero (created by Google sibling DeepMind, an AI game-playing
programme) within 24 hours of training achieved a superhuman level of play
chess by defeating world-champion program Stockfish (one of the strongest
chess engines than the best human chess grandmasters.).
But AI has successful applications in science and in particular for new drug
discovery. In 2019, researchers in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) used a pioneering machine-learning approach (machine-learning
algorithm) to identify new types of antibiotic from a pool of more than 100
million molecules. Out of this process the AI programme found one, Halicin,
that works against a wide range of bacteria, including tuberculosis and strains
considered untreatable. It is the first antibiotic discovered with artificial
intelligence (AI). Although AI has been used to aid parts of the antibioticdiscovery process before, this was the first time it has identified completely
new kinds of antibiotic from scratch, without using any previous human
assumptions. The idea of using predictive computer models for ―in silico‖
screening is not new, but until now, these models were not sufficiently
accurate to transform drug discovery. The new neural networks can learn
these representations automatically, mapping molecules into continuous
vectors which are subsequently used to predict their properties.
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Introduction:
inevitable

applications

of

artificial

intelligence

are

The beginning of the First Industrial Revolution was a process that
began in Britain in the 18th century (1760) and from there spread to other
parts of the world. It was a very important phenomenon in the history of
mankind, bringing rapid economic development, significant social changes in
education, better health, emancipation of women, higher incomes, increases
in population and the rapid urbanization.
Since the time that scientists and computer specialist contemplated
machines thinking like humans, humanity‘s reaction was both fear and
excitement. Artificial lntelligence (AI) means a computer capable of rational
thought of the same quality as human rational thought. Computer experts
believe the development of Al is possible, even inevitable. In the other hand
humanists disagree saying there are fundamental reasons why a machine can
never think like a human. The use of machines to automate various repetitive
mechanical tasks in order to increase the productivity, efficiency, and morale
of the industrial workers was well established 200 years ago and advanced to
modern robots in heavy industry. Automation has driven disruption in the
workforce since the Luddite movement (Luddites were a secret oath-based
organization of English textile workers, 19th century, which destroyed textile
machinery as a form of protest) against mechanized textile mills in the early
19th century. While AI is certainly improving and extending the capabilities of
such automation, much of its focus is on individual tasks, rather than roles.

.
Figure 1. An anti-technological innovation movement was born in March 1811
when textile workers in Nottingham, England, started destroying textile
machines they believed threatened their jobs in the textile industry.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a disruptive technology
Disruptive technology or innovation is a term coined recently for the
types of technological advances which significantly alter the way that
consumers, industries, or businesses operate. Recent disruptive technology
examples include e-commerce, online news sites, GPS systems, artificial
intelligence (AI), quantum computing, etc. Professor Clayton Christensen
(Harvard University, Harvard Business School) popularized the idea of
disruptive technologies in the book The Innovator's Dilemma, published in
1997. It has since become a buzzword in startup businesses that seek to
create an innovative product with mass appeal and disruptive properties.1,2
Artificial intelligence (AI) is part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(4IR) and one of the most important of several disruptive technologies which
already brings substantial changes to many fields of commerce, industry,
science and robotics technology. AI refers to the simulation of human
intelligence in machines that are programmed to think like humans and mimic
their actions. The term may also be applied to any machine that exhibits traits
associated with a human mind such as learning and problem-solving. As a
method AI works by combining large amounts of data with fast, iterative
processing

and intelligent algorithms,

allowing

the

software

to

learn

automatically from patterns or features in the data. Cognitive computing is a
subfield of AI that strives for a natural, human-like interaction with machines.
There are three types of AI: a. artificial narrow intelligence (robots or
comparable substitutes able to perform singular tasks well), b. artificial
general intelligence (which tries to emulate human intelligence), and c.
artificial superintelligence (futuristic,

superior to human intelligence). The

scientific research at present for artificial intelligence (AI) has subfields
including Machine learning and its major subdivisions of Deep learning and
Deep mind, Robotics, Facial recognition, Artificial neural networks, and
Natural learning progression.3-5
Artificial Intelligence and the future threat for machines taking over jobs
aroused both fear and excitement in the popular press. Some scientists
prophesized long time ago that these technologies will transform the nature of
work and the workplace itself. Machines with AI capabilities will be able to
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carry out more of the tasks done by humans, and even perform some tasks
that go beyond what humans can do. As a result, some occupations will
decline and many more will be forced to change tasks. Although AI that
surpasses human ability grabs headlines, AI has been a standard part of the
industrial repertoire since at least the 1980s, with expert systems checking
circuit boards and credit card transactions. Rapid advances in Machine
Learning (ML) are poised to generate significant economic value and
transform numerous occupations and industries. Recent rapid progress in ML
has been driven largely by an approach called Deep Learning (DL), and has
made it possible for machines to match or surpass humans in certain types of
tasks, especially those involving image and speech recognition, natural
language processing, and predictive analytics.6

Figure 2. Sejnowski TJ. The Deep Learning Revolution. MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA, & London, 2019. Mehrotra DJ. Basics of Artificial Intelligence
& Machine Learning. Notion Press, New York, 2019. Govers FX. Artificial
Intelligence for Robotics. Packt Publishing, 2018.
Machine learning

(ML) and Deep learning (DL) are both forms

of artificial intelligence (AI). Both start with training, by testing data and a
model and go through an optimization process to find the weights that make
the model best fit the data. Both can handle numeric (regression) and nonnumeric (classification) problems. DL models tend to produce better fits than
machine learning models. Usually, when people use the term ―deep learning‖,
they are referring to deep artificial neural networks, and somewhat less
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frequently to deep reinforcement learning. Deep artificial neural networks are
a set of algorithms that have set new records in accuracy for many important
problems, such as image recognition, sound recognition, recommender
systems, natural language processing etc.7,8
Machine-learning technology powers many aspects of modern society:
from web searches to content filtering on social networks to recommendations
on e-commerce websites, and it is increasingly present in consumer products
such as cameras and smart phones. Machine learning systems are used to
identify objects in images, transcribe speech into text. Increasingly, these
applications make use of a class of techniques called ―deep learning‖.9
Contemporary Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods advanced to such a
degree that have the potential to substantially alter and enhance the role of
computers in science, health, commerce and engineering. The combination of
big data and artificial intelligence has been referred to as both the ―fourth
paradigm of science‖ and the ―fourth industrial revolution‖ and the number of
applications in the medicinal and chemical domains is growing at an
astounding rate.10

Applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
There is a wide variety of fields that AI has been used for increasing
efficiency, monitoring, and optimization techniques.
Agriculture. Advancements of AI in agriculture are already used for research
and development of growing crops (e.g. predicting the time it takes for a crop
to be ripe). Crop and soil AI monitoring uses new algorithms and data
collected on the field to manage and track the health of crops. AI is used for
greenhouse automation, simulation, modeling, and optimization techniques.11
Aviation. The Air Operations Division uses artificial intelligence for surrogate
operators for combat and training simulators, mission management aids,
support systems for tactical decision making.12
Computer science. Artificial Intelligence has created many tools and solved
the most difficult problems in computer science. AI inventions have been
adopted by computer programmers: time sharing, interactive interpreters,
graphical user interfaces, development environments, the linked list data
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structure, automatic storage management, functional, dynamic

and object-

oriented programming.13
AI in Financial services
Algorithmic trading involves the use of complex AI systems to make trading
decisions at speeds several orders of magnitudes greater than any human is
capable of, often making millions of trades in a day without any human
intervention.14
Market analysis and data mining. Large financial institutions have invested
in AI engines to assist with their investment practices. For example,
BlackRock‘s AI engine, Aladdin, is used both within the company and to
clients to help with investment decisions.15
Personal finance. Several financial products are emerging that utilize AI to
assist people with their personal finances. Portfolio management Robotsadvisors provide financial advice and portfolio management with minimal
human intervention (based on algorithms automatically develop a financial
portfolio).16

Figure 3. With the emergence of new tools that employ artificial intelligence
(AI) humanity is witnessing a dramatic and disruptive technological revolution.
It affects individuals, communities and institutions on multiple, interconnected
and interdependent levels. The impacts of AI are everywhere and present
opportunities as well as important challenges for the lives and futures of
billions of people. Contemporary Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods have
advanced the role of computer programmes with substantial applications in
science, health, commerce and engineering.
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Artificial intelligence in heavy industry. Artificial intelligence machines and
robots have become common in heavy industries. The car industry uses a
high degree of automation through methods of AI. Engineers in industry use
“generative design‖ that specify design goals (as well as material parameters,
manufacturing methods, and cost constraints) with specialized software. The
software explores all potential permutations for a feasible solution and
generates design alternatives that fit the desired goals. 17
Artificial Intelligence in healthcare and medicine. Hospitals and medical
practitioners use AI to deal with medical problems, diagnosis and treatment.
Artificial

neural

networks are

used

as clinical

decision

support

systems for medical diagnosis: Computer-aided interpretation of medical
images (scan digital images, e.g. from computed tomography, X-ray images,
etc). AI systems can analyse data for heart sound analysis, mining medical
records to provide more useful information, assist in repetitive jobs including
medication management, provide consultations, AI can help in personal drug
design and rational drug design for various diseases including cancer. Also,
AI can predict health outcomes from surgical procedures. 18,19,20
Human resources-recruiting, Job searching. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
been used extensively by agencies of human resources and recruiting
professionals (ranks candidates according to level of qualification, predict
candidate success in given roles through job matching platforms).The job
market has seen a notable change due to artificial intelligence implementation
(i.e., Google for Jobs and applying online).21
Online

and

telephone

customer

service.

Artificial

intelligence

is

implemented in automated online assistants that can be seen as avatars on
web pages.22
Power electronics. Power electronics converters are used for renewable
energy storage, electric vehicles and high-voltage direct current transmission
systems within the electrical grid (prone to failures and costly maintenance).
Researchers are using AI to do the automated design process for reliable
power electronics converters.23
Transportation and automatic automobiles. Fuzzy logic controllers have
been developed for automatic gearboxes in automobiles. Modern vehicles
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now have AI-based driver assist features such as self-parking and advanced
cruise controls. Artificial Intelligence has been used to optimize traffic
management applications, which in turn reduces wait times, energy use, and
emission. Very soon AI will be used for fully autonomous cars. AI in
transportation is expected to provide safe, efficient, and reliable transportation
in the future.24
Other applications of AI methods: Optical character recognition, Automatic
translation Skype, Handwriting recognition, Speech recognition, Face
recognition, Artificial creativity, Computer vision, Virtual reality,
processing,

Pixel-art

scaling

algorithms,

Image

Image

scaling and motion

interpolation. There also many more technological applications. 25,26

Challenges in the discovery of new antibiotics
It is 90 years since the discovery of the first antibiotic, Penicillin, that
has revolutionised modern medicine. Antibiotics have become one of the most
common classes of drugs worldwide that prevent and treat dangerous
infections. But antibiotics are not as effective as they used to be. Over time
certain infectious agents, bacteria and so-called ‗superbugs‘, have mutated
and adapted to resist the effects of the drugs designed to kill them. Antibioticresistant infections are considered by the medical experts a serious threat to
people‘s health. Hundreds of thousands of lives are lost every year because
of infections that can no longer be treated with existing antibiotic drugs.
Discovering new antibiotics is essential to saving modern medicine but is a
very challenging process. No new classes of antibiotics have been discovered
since the 1980s. Research and development for new and effective antibiotics,
that are not toxic to humans, is a time consuming and expensive process that
can take 10-15 years with cost over $1 billion dollars and high percentage of
failures. Rigorous clinical studies (accounting for 80% of the R&D cost),
regulatory hurdles and marketing restrict the recovery of cost for the drug
companies and their profits. [Wellcome, Why is so hard to develop new
antibiotics?,

2020,

https://wellcome.ac.uk/news/why-is-it-so-hard-develop-

new-antibiotics ].
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The scientific medical community is worrying that the spread of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria poses a substantial threat to morbidity and
mortality worldwide. Due to its large public health and societal implications,
multidrug-resistant tuberculosis has been long regarded by World Health
Organization (WHO) as a global priority for investment in new drugs. In 2016,
WHO was requested by member states to create a priority list of other
antibiotic-resistant bacteria to support research and development of effective
drugs.27
According to the World Health Organization and the Pew Charitable
Trust, there are currently between 40 and 50 antibiotics in clinical
development. Many of these will only bring limited benefits compared to
existing treatments, and only a few target Gram-negative bacteria, which are
the most dangerous resistant bacteria and can cause severe infections like
pneumonia, bloodstream infections or meningitis. 28,29,30

Discovery of a new antibiotic by using artificial intelligence
On the 20th of February 2020 an announcement in the MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) News described the discovery of a
powerful new antibiotic by a machine-learning algorithm [MIT news.
http://news.mit.edu/2020/artificial-intelligence-identifies-new-antibiotic-0220 ].
The results of the study were published in the prestigious journal Cell.
Stokes JM, Yang K, Swanson K, Jin W, Cubillos-Ruiz A, Donghia
NM, MacNair
CR, French
S, Carfrae
LA, Bloom-Ackerman
Z, Tran
VM, Chiappino-Pepe A, Badran AH, Andrews IW, Chory EJ, Church
GM, Brown ED, Jaakkola TS, Barzilay R, Collins JJ. A deep learning
Approach to antibiotic discovery. Cell 180(4): 688-702, 2020.
The Summary of the Cell paper: Due to the rapid emergence of antibioticresistant bacteria, there is a growing need to discover new antibiotics. To
address this challenge, we trained a deep neural network capable of
predicting molecules with antibacterial activity. We performed predictions on
multiple chemical libraries and discovered a molecule from the Drug
Repurposing Hub—halicin—that is structurally divergent from conventional
antibiotics and displays bactericidal activity against a wide phylogenetic
spectrum
of
pathogens
including Mycobacterium
tuberculosis and
carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae. Halicin also effectively treated
Clostridioides difficile and pan-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii infections in
murine models. Additionally, from a discrete set of 23 empirically tested
predictions from >107 million molecules curated from the ZINC15 database,
our model identified eight antibacterial compounds that are structurally distant
from known antibiotics. This work highlights the utility of deep learning
9

approaches to expand our antibiotic arsenal through the discovery of
structurally distinct antibacterial molecules.
Press Inquiries

The MIT news report explained in simpler terms the discovery
―….Using a machine-learning algorithm, MIT researchers have
identified a powerful new antibiotic compound. In laboratory tests, the drug
killed many of the world‘s most problematic disease-causing bacteria,
including some strains that are resistant to all known antibiotics. It also
cleared infections in two different mouse models. The computer model, which
can screen more than a hundred million chemical compounds in a matter of
days, is designed to pick out potential antibiotics that kill bacteria using
different mechanisms than those of existing drugs. Prof. James Collins (the
team leader) and his co-researchers developed a computer model to predict
which molecules out of a database would have antibacterial activity – but
didn‘t resemble existing antibiotics.
James Collins (Professor of Medical Engineering and Science in MIT‘s
Institute for Medical Engineering and Science, IMES).―We wanted to develop
a platform that would allow us to harness the power of artificial intelligence to
usher in a new age of antibiotic drug discovery. Our approach revealed this
Halicin one of the more powerful antibiotics that has been discovered.‖

Figure 4. Prof. James J. Collins, Termeer Prof of Bioengineering in the Dpt
of Biological Engineering and Institute for Medical Engineering & Science
(MIT), affiliated with the Broad Institute and the Wyss Institute. Prof. Regina
Barzilay at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a member of MIT
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Dr. Jonathan M
Stokes (PhD), postdoctoral fellow, Banting Fellow, Broad Institute of MIT
and Harvard, researcher in Prof. Collins Laboratory at MIT.
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Researchers

also

identified

several

other

promising

antibiotic

candidates, which they plan to test further. They believe the computer model
could also be used to design new drugs, based on what it has learned about
chemical structures that enable drugs to kill bacteria. The other co-leader is
Prof. Regina Barzilay, [Delta Electronics Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science in MIT‘s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory]. …..―The machine learning model can explore, in silico (term
meaning computer programme), large chemical spaces that can be
prohibitively expensive for traditional experimental approaches.‖ Aslo, the
research was carried out by faculty co-leads for MIT‘s Abdul Latif Jameel
Clinic for Machine Learning in Health (J-Clinic), as senior author of the study.
The first author of the paper was Jonathan Stokes, a postdoctoral fellow at
MIT and the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard.
It is worth mentioning here that very few new antibiotics have been
developed in the last decade, and most of those newly approved antibiotics
are slightly different variants of existing drugs. Current methods for screening
new antibiotics are often prohibitively costly, regulatory rules of FDA are very
strict requiring a significant time investment, and are usually limited to a
narrow spectrum of chemical diversity.
Prof. Collins added : ―….We‘re facing a growing crisis around antibiotic
resistance, and this situation is being generated by both an increasing number
of pathogens becoming resistant to existing antibiotics, and an anemic
pipeline in the biotech and pharmaceutical industries for new antibiotics.‖
Prof. Collins teamed up with Prof. Barzilay, Prof. Tommi Jaakkola, and their
students Kevin Yang, Kyle Swanson, and Wengong Jin, who has previously
developed machine-learning computer models that can be trained to analyze
the molecular structures of compounds and correlate them with particular
traits, such as the ability to kill bacteria.
In the past computer models were not sufficiently accurate to transform
drug discovery. Previously, chemical molecules were represented as vectors
reflecting the presence or absence of certain chemical groups, but the new
neural networks changed dramatically the situation. Neural networks are a
set of algorithms, modeled loosely after the human brain, that are designed to
recognize patterns. They interpret sensory data through a kind of machine
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perception, labeling or clustering raw input. Neural networks can learn these
representations automatically, mapping molecules into continuous vectors
which are subsequently used to predict their properties.

Figure 5. How Artificial Neural Networks Function. ANNs are statistical models
designed to adapt and self-program by using learning algorithms in order to
understand and sort out concepts, images, and photographs. For processors
to do their work, developers arrange them in layers that operate in parallel.
The input layer is analogous to the dendrites in the human brain‘s neural
network. The hidden layer is comparable to the cell body and sits between the
input layer and output layer. The hidden layer is where artificial neurons take
in a set of inputs based on synaptic weight, which is the amplitude or strength
of a connection between nodes. These weighted inputs generate an output
through a transfer function to the output layer.
―……The research team at MIT designed their computer model to look
for chemical features that make molecules effective at killing E. coli. To do so,
they trained the model on about 2,500 molecules, including about 1,700 FDAapproved drugs (Food and Drug Administration, USA, regulatory authority for
drugs, cosmetics and food) and a set of 800 natural products with diverse
structures and a wide range of bioactivities. Once the model was trained, the
researchers tested it on the Broad Institute‘s Drug Repurposing Hub, a
library of about 8,000 compounds….‖.
*The Drug Repurposing Hub is a close collaboration between the Broad
Institute Cancer Program, Center for the Development of Therapeutics, and
the Connectivity Map group. Contains more than 8,000 compound samples
that were purchased from 50 different suppliers. Each compound has been
assayed for purity, registered in the Broad compound management system,
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and annotated for structure, clinical development status, vendor information,
mechanism of action, protein targets, and approved indications].
―…..The model picked out one molecule that was predicted to have
strong antibacterial activity and had a chemical structure different from any
existing antibiotics. Using a different machine-learning model, the researchers
also showed that this molecule would likely have low toxicity to human cells.
This molecule, which the researchers decided to call Halicin, after the
fictional artificial intelligence system from ―2001: A Space Odyssey.‖ Halicin
has been previously investigated as possible diabetes drug. The researchers
tested it against dozens of bacterial strains isolated from patients and grown
in laboratory dishes (in vitro studies), and found that it was able to kill many
bacteria

that

are

resistant

to

treatment,

including Clostridium

difficile, Acinetobacter baumannii, and Mycobacterium tuberculosis. The drug
worked against every species that they tested, with the exception
of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a difficult-to-treat lung pathogen.

Figure 6. MIT researchers used a machine-learning algorithm to identify a
drug they called Halicin, a new powerful antibiotic that kills many strains of
bacteria. When tested in vitro Halicin prevented the development of antibiotic
resistance in E. coli, while ciprofloxacin (bottom row) did not. [Image courtesy
of the Collins Lab at MIT]
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Figure 7. The chemical structure of Halicin. The MIT research team tested
Halicin in two different mouse models (in vivo studies). The first mouse model
was an Acinetobacter baumannii skin infection model,‘. A. baumannii is a key
target for medical researchers, as it acts as a reservoir for antibioticresistance genes and survives for prolonged periods on surfaces.
Halicin (SU-3327) is a chemical compound that acts as an inhibitor of
the enzyme c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK). Originally, it was researched for
the treatment of diabetes, but development was not continued for this
application due to poor results in testing.
To test Halicin‘s antibiotic effectiveness in living animals, the
researchers used it to treat mice infected with A. baumannii, a bacterium that
has infected many U.S. soldiers stationed in Iraq and Afghanistan. The strain
of A. baumannii that was used is resistant to all known antibiotics, but
application of a Halicin-containing ointment completely cleared the infections
within 24 hours, which was a astonishing successful time. Also, preliminary
studies suggest that Halicin kills bacteria by disrupting their ability to maintain
an electrochemical gradient across their cell membranes. This gradient is
necessary, among other functions, to produce ATP (molecules that cells use
to store energy), so if the gradient breaks down, the cells die. This type of
killing mechanism could be difficult for bacteria to develop resistance to, the
researchers say.
This research work was supported by the Abdul Latif Jameel Clinic for
Machine Learning in Health; the Defense Threat Reduction Agency; the Broad
Institute of MIT and Harvard; the DARPA Make-It program; the Defense
Threat Reduction Agency; the Canadian Institutes of Health Research; the
Canadian Foundation for Innovation; the Canada Research Chairs Program;
the Banting Fellowships Program; the Human Frontier Science Program; the
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Broad Institute Tuberculosis Donor Group and the Pershing Square
Foundation; the Swiss National Science Foundation; NIH Early Investigator
Award; National Science Foundation; and by a generous gift from Anita and
Josh Bekenstein.

Figure 8. The following diagram shows how the MIT team approaches step by
step the discovery of antibiotic Halicin through the use of artificial intelligence
technology and training sets of computer learning.
The MIT research team found that E. coli did not develop any
resistance to Halicin during a 30-day treatment period. In contrast, the
bacteria started to develop resistance to the antibiotic Ciprofloxacin (known
antibiotic, that belongs to quinolone antibiotics by stopping the growth of
bacteria. This antibiotic treats only bacterial infections) within one to three
days, and after 30 days, the bacteria were about 200 times more resistant to
ciprofloxacin than they were at the beginning of the experiment. The MIT
researchers plan to pursue further studies of Halicin, working with a
pharmaceutical company or nonprofit organization, hoping to be used in the
future as an effective antibiotic.
It must be emphasized here that antibiotic resistance is a growing
public health concern worldwide. When a person is infected with an antibioticresistant bacterium, not only is treatment of that patient more difficult, but the
antibiotic-resistant bacterium may spread to other people. Examples of the
types of bacteria that have become resistant to antibiotics include those that
cause skin infections, urinary tract infections, meningitis, sexually transmitted
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diseases and respiratory tract infections such as pneumonia. The Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA has launched several initiatives to
address antibiotic resistance and new regulations to encourage health care
professionals to prescribe antibiotics only when clinically necessary. Also,
FDA has also encouraged the development of new drugs, vaccines, and
improved

diagnostic

tests

for

infectious

diseases

(FDA,

2019.

https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/combating-antibioticresistance ).

Figure 9. The machine learning model was trained using a library of 2,500
molecules, comprising 1,500 Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved
drugs and another 800 natural compounds, which had been tested for activity
against Escherichia coli. Then the machine learning platform screened more
than 107 million chemical structures and found 9 potential antibiotics, with one
in particular, Halicin, showing potency against 97% of the drug-resistant
bacteria it was tested against.
Researchers in MIT also proceeded to optimize their results after
identifying Halicin. They used the ZINC15 database. The ZINC15 database
(Dpt of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of California San Francisco,
USA) is a free to use collection of commercially available chemical
compounds prepared
investigators

especially

in pharmaceutical

for virtual

screening

and

companies, biotechnology

used

by

companies,

and researchers of universities. It must be noted that originally the website
interface was named ZINC, but then changed to "ZINC15" (in 2015) because
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of its better search capabilities and its contents were continuously updated.
ZINC15 contains over 230 million purchasable chemical compounds, 3D
formats and also 750 million compounds that researchers can search for
analogs under few minutes [https://zinc15.docking.org/ ].
The MIT team used their computer model to screen more than 100
million molecules selected from the ZINC15 database. This screen, which
took only 3 days, identified 23 candidates that were structurally dissimilar from
existing antibiotics and predicted to be nontoxic to human cells. In laboratory
tests against five species of bacteria, the researchers found that eight of the
molecules showed antibacterial activity, and two were particularly powerful.
The researchers now plan to test these molecules further, and also to screen
more of the ZINC15 database.
The researchers also plan to use their model to design new antibiotics
and to optimize existing molecules. For example, they could train the model to
add features that would make a particular antibiotic target only certain
bacteria, preventing it from killing beneficial bacteria in a patient‘s digestive
tract.
Some comments from other scientists: ―……this groundbreaking work
signifies a paradigm shift in antibiotic discovery and indeed in drug discovery
more generally,‖ said Roy Kishony, a professor of biology and computer
science at Technion (the Israel Institute of Technology), who was not involved
in the study. ―… this approach (computer-assisted techniques or in silico) will
allow scientists to use deep learning at all stages of antibiotic development,
from discovery to improved efficacy and toxicity through drug modifications
and medicinal chemistry……‖
The research was funded by the Abdul Latif Jameel Clinic for Machine
Learning in Health, the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, the Broad Institute,
the DARPA Make-It Program, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, the
Canadian Foundation for Innovation, the Canada Research Chairs Program,
the Banting Fellowships Program, the Human Frontier Science Program, the
Pershing Square Foundation, the Swiss National Science Foundation, a
National Institutes of Health Early Investigator Award, the National Science
Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program, and a gift from Anita and
Josh Bekenstein.
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Comments for the discovery by newspapers and scientific
journals
The discovery of new antibiotic halicin with artificial intelligence
technology has been in the front page news of numerous daily newspapers,
scientific journals and science websites.
Guardian (UK), 20.2.2020 ―…Powerful antibiotic discovered using machine
learning for first time. Team at MIT says halicin kills some of the world‘s most
dangerous strains…. A powerful antibiotic that kills some of the most
dangerous drug-resistant bacteria in the world has been discovered using
artificial intelligence…...‖
Financial Times (UK), 20.2.2020 ―… AI discovers antibiotics to treat drugresistant diseases. Machine learning uncovers potent new drug able to kill 35
powerful bacteria. …..Despite the scientific promise of molecules such as
halicin, and eight others discovered by the MIT laboratory, market forces
remain a big hurdle to their broader clinical rollout…‖.
Science Daily (USA) Artificial intelligence yields new antibiotic. A deeplearning model identifies a powerful new drug that can kill many species of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Using a machine-learning algorithm, researchers
have identified a powerful new antibiotic compound. In laboratory tests, the
drug killed many of the world's most problematic disease-causing bacteria,
including some strains that are resistant to all known antibiotics.
ThePharmaLetter 21.2.2020 “… Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) have claimed that they have identified a powerful new
antibiotic compound using artificial intelligence (AI).,The drug killed many of
the world‘s most problematic disease-causing bacteria, including some strains
that are resistant to all known antibiotics, according to the MIT. It also cleared
infections in two different mouse models.
The NEXT WEB https://thenextweb.com/neural/2020/02/20/mit-algorithmdiscovers-antibiotic-that-can-fight-drug-resistant-diseases/
A deep learning algorithm developed at MIT has discovered new antibiotics
that can treat drug-resistant diseases by killing 35 powerful bacteria. The
pathogens that the halicin antibiotic has targeted include Acinetobacter
baumannii, which was nicknamed ―Iraqibacter‖ after it infected thousands of
US service personnel returning from the war in Iraq. In 2017, the World Health
Organization (WHO) named it the bacteria that poses the greatest threat to
human health — because of its resistance to antibiotics. The discovery of
halicin may be able to change that.
NEWSWEEK (21.2.2020). Researchers have identified a powerful new
antibiotic compound using artificial intelligence (AI) which can kill some of the
world's most dangerous bacteria. According to a study published in the
journal Cell, the compound successfully removed strains of bacteria in mice
which are resistant to all known antibiotics. A team of scientists—led by
18

Regina Barzilay and James Collins from MIT—identified the antibiotic using
an advanced "machine learning" computer algorithm which scanned a
database of chemical compounds in order to find ones that may be effective
at killing bacteria via different mechanisms to drugs that are already available.
[https://www.newsweek.com/machine-learning-new-antibiotic-worlddangerous-bacteria-1488470 ].
The Scientist (22/2/2020). Researchers used a machine-learning platform to
test more than 100 million molecules for antibacterial activity. A newly
designed artificial intelligence tool based on the structure of the brain has
identified a molecule capable of wiping out a number of antibiotic-resistant
strains of bacteria, according to a study published on February 20 in Cell. The
molecule, halicin, which had previously been investigated as a potential
treatment for diabetes, demonstrated activity against Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, the causative agent of tuberculosis, and several other hard-totreat microbes.
Nature News. Powerful antibiotics discovered using AI. Machine learning
spots molecules that work even against ‗untreatable‘ strains of bacteria.
[https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00018-3]
A pioneering machine-learning approach has identified powerful new types of
antibiotic from a pool of more than 100 million molecules — including one that
works against a wide range of bacteria, including tuberculosis and strains
considered untreatable. The researchers say the antibiotic, called halicin, is
the first discovered with artificial intelligence (AI). Although AI has been used
to aid parts of the antibiotic-discovery process before, they say that this is the
first time it has identified completely new kinds of antibiotic from scratch,
without using any previous human assumptions. The work, led by synthetic
biologist Jim Collins at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge, is published in Cell.

Regulatory agencies, new antibiotics
resistance

and antimicrobial

One of the most important problem facing antibiotics is antimicrobial
resistance. It is well known that microbes evolve (mutate) with time to become
more or fully resistant to antimicrobials (including antibiotics) which are used
to could treat infections. Antimicrobial resistance arises through one of three
mechanisms: natural resistance in certain types of bacteria, genetic mutation,
or

by

one

species

acquiring resistance from

another.

All

classes

of microbes can develop resistance. A well-known example of a bacterium
that

is

resistant

to

a

number

of

antibiotics

is

Meticillin-

resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), which has caused infections. The
emerging and steady increase in the occurrence of bacteria that are resistant
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to multiple antibiotics has become a global public health threat to
infections due to the lack of therapeutic options. Infections by multidrugresistant bacteria are estimated to cause 25,000 deaths in the European
Union (EU) every year. Rising antimicrobial resistance in the last decades
places a tremendous burden on healthcare systems with an annual cost
estimated at approximately €1.5 billion in the European Union countries.31
The most important regulatory agencies for new pharmaceuticals, the
European Medicines Agency (EMA), the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and
Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) and the United States' Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 2017 have agreed to align their data requirements for
MA, PMDA and FDA align data requirements and agree on areas of
convergence for certain aspects of the clinical development of new antibiotics
in order to stimulate the development of new treatments to fight antimicrobial
resistance and protect global public health. Representatives from the three
regulatory

agencies

met

in

Vienna

on

April

2017

and

discussed

recommendations for the design of clinical trials that test new treatments for
certain types of bacterial infections, including infections caused by multi-drug
resistant organisms. They identified a number of areas where the data
requirements in the three regions could be streamlined. EMA, PMDA, and
FDA will be working to update their guidance documents respectively. While
the updates are ongoing, they will provide advice to individual medicine
developers in line with the agreements.32
The Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC, USA)

estimates that 2 million people in the US annually are infected with resistant
bacterial infections, leading to 23,000 otherwise avoidable deaths and over
$20 billion in excess healthcare costs. There is a critical need for new
antibiotics to fight resistant microbes, such as methicillin

resistant

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Clostridium difficile, which causes lifethreatening diarrhea, and carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE),
which

causes

death

in

more

than

>50%

of

systemic

infections.

[https://www.nuventra.com/resources/blog/supporting-development-of-novelantibiotics/].
Recognizing the critical need to stop the rise of antibiotic resistance,
USA government and U.S. health authorities, such as the Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA), the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), and the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), are providing financial support and
regulatory guidance for important research in the discovery of new antibiotics.
The FDA in order to provide the best chances of successful antibiotic
development updated their guidance on Microbiology Data for Systemic
Antibacterial Drugs (released Jan 2018). The current revision provides insight
in several key areas of antimicrobial development, which are informed by the
evolving landscape and research in the field. To provide additional regulatory
and financial incentives for pharmaceutical companies to develop novel
antibiotics and antifungals, the FDA Safety and Innovation Act put into effect
by Congress established the Qualified Infectious Disease Product (QIDP)
regulatory designation pathway. QIDP designation is given to products that
treat life-threatening infections, and drug products that pursue approval with
the QIDP pathway receive the following incentives: a. Fast track designation:
provides actions that expedite development, b. Priority review designation:
allows for review of the New Drug Application (NDA) in 6 months, compared
to 10 months for standard review, and c. 5-years of additional exclusivity:
added to any exclusivity upon approval. In addition to regulatory guidance and
incentives, CDC, Department of Defense and NIH provide funding for early
stage research into antibiotics with novel mechanisms of action. Also
antibiotic development is a priority for the NIH‘s National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), which funds research through grants and
contracts.33
The European Commission has various policies for the antimicrobial
drug resistance (AMR). In the European Union (EU) 33,000 people die each
year due to infections caused by resistant bacteria. The burden on the
European population is comparable to that of inﬂuenza, tuberculosis and
HIV/AIDS combined. Research activities, funded through the research and
innovation framework programmes of the EU, follow a ―One Health‖ [The
WHO 'One Health' is an approach to designing and implementing
programmes, policies, legislation and research in which multiple sectors
communicate and work together to achieve better public health outcomes].
This approach aim to effectively treat infections in humans and animals by
developing

new

pharmaceutical

tools and
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solutions.

The

European

Commission's action plan on AMR focuses on establishing, implementing and
monitoring national action plans with EU countries. The Commission funds
several antimicrobial resistance projects through its Health Programme and its
research programmes. For example, the European Commission allocated
funds (by the European Parliament) for a preparatory action to promote
the appropriate use of antimicrobials in human medicine: the ARNA
project (Antimicrobial Resistance and causes of non-prudent use of antibiotics
in human medicine).34

Conclusion
One of the most exciting emerging technologies in the fields of
medicine, disease diagnosis and treatment is artificial intelligence (AI). It is
defined as a technological disruptive innovation that is able to perform tasks
that normally require human intelligence. A major component of AI is machine
learning, which is a subfield of computer science that enables computers to
learn without being explicitly programmed. This technology incorporates
computational models and algorithms that are similar to the structure and
function of human brain‘s biologic neural networks. When artificial neural
networks process information from numerous input flows, they have the ability
to ―learn‖. Deep learning is another part of a broad family of machine learning
methods.
Discovering new and efficient antibiotics has been established as an
important problem to promote advanced modern medicine. No new classes of
antibiotics have been discovered since the 1980s. Now, a research team in
MIT published in February 2020 in the journal, Cell, the discovery of a new
powerful antibiotic by using for the first artificial intelligence techniques. The
antibiotic, Halicin, successfully wiped out dozens of bacterial strains, including
some of the most dangerous drug-resistant bacteria on the World Health
Organization‘s most wanted list. The discovery was hailed as a great example
of the growing body of work using computational methods to discover and
predict properties of potential drugs. Scientists and medical experts agree that
is a major breakthrough in the fight against the growing problem of antibiotic
drug resistance.
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